
TUCKMAN GROUP 5 ASSIGNMENT

Initially you are not a team; you are just individuals assigned to work together. Over time Bruce Tuckman, an
educational psychologist, identified a five-stage .

As new tasks arise, groups may still experience a few conflicts. Typical consequences of the forming stage
include achieving an understanding of the group's purpose, determining how the team is going to be organized
and who will be responsible for what, discussion of major milestones or phases of the group's goal that
includes a rough project schedule, outlining general group rules that includes when they will meet and
discovery of what resources will be available for the group to use. Write down every idea that is offered, no
matter how ridiculous it sounds. In this stage, the team leader may not be as involved in decision making and
problem solving since the team members are working better together and can take on more responsibility in
these areas. In this first meeting, team members are introduced to each. Yet, some do not make it. Few
first-time teams reach the performing stage, as this happens when teams have worked together well on several
projects, have established a synergy, and have developed systems that that make projects go smoothly and
efficiently. Bruce Tuckman in [1]. Perhaps they squeeze the toothpaste from the top of the tube instead of the
bottom? A team forming activity is also a good idea to help build trust and get to know the various strengths
and weaknesses of the team members. They are working effectively as a group â€” supporting each other and
relying on the group as a whole to make decisions on the project. She reminded Mohammed that this is a team
effort and he needs to work closely with the others on the team. They will spend 2 days getting introduced to
each other and learning about the project. Sandra has taken the team out to dinner. They may even question the
authority or guidance of group leaders. They can make decisions and problem solve quickly and effectively.
Or they listen to the same Drake song 15 times in a row? Team members work alone, rarely sharing
information and offering assistance. The team has greater self-direction and is able to resolve issues and
conflict as a group. The team leader should ensure that there is time for the team to celebrate the success of the
project and capture best practices for future use. Cooperation and Integration Norming Stage In this stage, the
group becomes fun and enjoyable. Being in a team is like being in a relationship. When there is conflict on the
team â€” such as a disagreement on how to go about accomplishing a task â€” the group is able to work it out
on their own without relying on the team leader to intervene and make decisions for them. Let other members
act as leaders or facilitators. Many teams skipped stages entirely or even passed through stages in a different
sequence. The other members of the team include: Peter: 10 years experience on various types of projects,
expertise in scheduling and budget control office location: San Diego Sarah: 5 years experience as an
individual contributor on projects, strong programming background, some experience developing databases
office location: Chicago Mohammed: 8 years experience working on various projects, expertise in earned
value management, stakeholder analysis and problem solving office location: New York Donna: 2 years
experience as an individual contributor on projects office location: New York Ameya: 7 years experience on
process improvement projects, background in developing databases, expertise in earned value management
office location: San Diego Sandra has worked on projects with Sarah and Mohammed, but has never worked
with the others. William Moulton Marston who also, as it happens, created the Wonder Woman comic series!
In the performing stage, members are confident, motivated and familiar enough with the project and their team
that they can operate without supervision. In this stage, the team leader is not involved in decision making,
problem solving or other such activities involving the day-to-day work of the team. Tuckman was wrong.


